8

WAYS TO GET YOUR FLOORS SPARKLING CLEAN WITH A

SCRUBBER DRYER

1 Purchase wisely. It’s important to select equipment

from a reliable manufacturer that has years of
experience designing automatic scrubbers, as well as
one that stands behind their equipment and has a wide
service network for fast repairs.

2 Invest in technology. If your budget allows,

purchase a scrubber dryer with the latest technological
advancements. For example, newer units can
automatically adjust water and detergent flow
according to the speed of the machine.

3 Don’t go too fast. A good result depends on using

the right amount of water and chemical and giving the
machine time to do its work. Adjust the water flow
rate and down pressure to the correct levels for the soil
load on the floor. And don’t rush!

4 Use a chemical portioning system. If you don’t

use enough chemical, you won’t be able to clean
effectively. If you use too much, you not only waste
money but also risk leaving too much residual chemical
on the floor. A wall-mounted proportioning system or
onboard chemical dispensing system will ensure you
apply the right amount of chemical every time.

5 Use cylindrical scrubbing when needed.

Cylindrical scrubbers take a two-step process and
turn it into one. Cylindrical machines wet sweep large
debris off the floor and scrub it clean in a single pass.
For applications where there is a lot of loose debris, a
cylindrical machine can save considerable time because
pre-sweeping is not necessary.

6 Use a diamond pad. Diamond pads provide the
best results for polishing marble or terrazzo floors.
Once you try it, there’s no going back.

7 Double scrub as required. If the area is particularly
dirty, double scrubbing may be the only way to remove
stubborn ground in soils. It will take more time, but the
results will speak for themselves.

8 Don’t neglect the machine. You wouldn’t buy

a car and expect it to keep performing well without
regular tune-ups. Routine preventative maintenance
will ensure consistent performance, reduce
breakdowns, and extend the life of the machine.

Contact us today to discover our full line-up of scrubber solutions:

800-989-2235

askNilfisk@nilfisk.com

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

